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Investing in Technology 

The team at Iceland Cold Storage & GRT work closely 
with our WMS & TMS service providers to make the 
most of the features the systems have to offer, 
constantly striving for the most effective and 
streamline processes to ensure accuracy and 
transparency when it comes to the status of our 
customers stock holdings, sale orders and 
consignments. 

We have recently invested in some system upgrades to 
further develop the ‘value-add’ components of our 
TMS & WMS, offering our customers improvements in 
the following areas: 

Automated Goods Receipt and Load Out Notifications - 
reports automatically sent to customer recipient lists, 
in real time, confirming the stock we have receipted 
into storage and dispatched on sale orders – 
significantly aids customers inventory management 
and reconciliation.  

Automated QA stock hold and release functionality & 
notifications - the ability to set QA hold and release 
parameters and provide notifications based on the 
status change of a pallet. 

Customizable Sale Load functionality - the ability to 
upload readable sale order files, eliminating the 
‘human error’ aspect of data entry & order processing. 

ASN compatible SSCC labelling - ASN compatible SSCC 
labels printed directly from our WMS in line with 
industry standards.  

 

  

 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

“I appreciate the very 
prompt turn around 

– not like most 
businesses IT teams.” 
– a happy customer. 



 

 

 

 

Proof of Delivery & Consignments - our apple based TMS software offers sign on glass PODs along with 
24/7 access to the customer account to retrieve PODs and consignments. 

Automated manifest uploads & transport booking forms - the ability to upload transport booking forms 
directly to our TMS, eliminating the ‘human error’ aspect of data entry. 

Satellite tracking – each of our vehicles have location and temperature control satellite tracking and data 
retrieval.  

Consignment DMA Notifications - sends notifications directly to customers advising them of any changes 
to a consignment on the road, in real time and offers the customer the ability to review and advise course 
of action with the consignment. 

All in all, the team at Iceland & GRT are excited to offer our customers these features and are confident 
that along with our tailored customer service approach, our state the art facility and well-rounded fleet 
we will be considered leaders in the marketplace. 


